
General Introduction and Invitation

This email batch is addressed to traders who were part of the 2016 Thornbury Carnival 
and others we have met recently. It includes an invitation for 2017 (1st July), along with 
some information on developments.

I hope you will decide to join in for 2017 and thus enrich the variety of stallholders 
presenting their wares to the visitors.

The theme for 2017 is: "Flying / Things that Fly", although that is not compulsory. A themed
event is simply to give all possible participants something to focus on if they wish. In 2015 
the theme was “American”, in 2016 it was “Agriculture”.

The Thornbury Carnival has grown with an engine of imagination and resourcefulness, to 
become a platform for all to capitalise on to their advantage, to show what a rich, local 
heritage and economy we have in these parts. 

I hope you will feel willing to commit to a participation with us in 2017, and thus, I urge you 
to take advantage of a visit to our website: www.mythornbury.co.uk/carnival, for access to 
the on-line application forms.

............................................................................................................................................

The 2017 Thornbury Carnival, on Saturday 1st July, 2017, will include a number of new 
features.

 Both pitch fees for traders and gate admission charges for attendees have a 2 phase, 
early bird discount element to encourage early submission of applications. These offers
will be withdrawn on the relevant end-dates

  The Site layout will be modified in various ways:

 Stage 2 will retain its enlarged floor area and improved technical specification, and 
will occupy its familiar location facing slightly towards the upper end of the field

 There will be retained from 2016 the increased focus on the entertainment potential 
for this stage, and in that area will be a 2nd “food” venue with a variety of providers 
offering quality refreshment. This area will have a significant provision of tables and 
chairs, bringing the locale closer to the nature of Stage 1.

 There will be no stage 3 this year (2017) but instead, the resourcing will be directed 
towards the provision for the new “Arena” area on the soccer pitch 2 space, 
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opposite the Fun Fair. The Arena will be barriered and will cater for marching and 
other displays, having its own staging and P.A. system.

 A new development introduced for 2016 will be a focal point for static performing 
groups that need no amplification in the upper part of the field near to gate 1.

 The new style, “Suitcase stalls” and the “Market Street” concept introduced in 2016 
will not be continued.

 Reflecting the growing numbers of visitors each year, the variety of refreshment 
providers will be retained, with a greater spread of them across the site, into two 
main areas.

 The Craft Workers’ marquee will come under the management of an experienced 
Crafter, familiar with past events, but there will be continued options for Crafters to 
present their own Gazebos amongst the general mix of stalls across the site. If 
there is demand, two marquees can be dedicated to this provision, and in a different
location from 2016.

All other documents, Parade entry and Stall application forms, and other information is 
available from our website: www.mythornbury.co.uk/carnival where there is an abundance 
of photographs from the 2016 and other Carnivals.

An Invitation

We would like to invite you to be a part of Thornbury Carnival 2017 as a Parader, 
Stallholder, Attraction provider or Exhibitor.

The Thornbury Carnival C.I.C. website: www.mythornbury.co.uk/carnival has all relevant 
documents for the Carnival. These might appear to be long but they explain why certain 
things are asked for and why other things have to be done. Please read carefully all 
documentation related to what you wish to be involved with. The documents have been 
refreshed for 2017 and you’ll find them on the Taking Part Page.

Participants are asked to read these and to tick the box at the start of the Parade Entry 
Form and the Stallholders' Application Form to verify they have been read.

Programme
Parade
Stallholders
Craftmakers
Electrical Power
Contacts
Mission Statement
Health and Safety
Exclusion Policy
Frequently Asked Questions
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We ask you to make your application soon, and before the New Year would be very 
helpful. You will receive an acknowledgement of application by return, but the Treasurer 
will Invoice you separately, and this is not likely to arrive before the New Year.

With an anticipated increase in stall numbers beyond the 150 of 2016, there will be pinch 
points affecting Craft Worker's Marquee applications - there is a limit on numbers that can 
be accommodated. So, apply early if that would be a preferred location.

We look forward to welcoming you to this popular and highly regarded Carnival, attended 
in 2015 and 2016 by approx. 12,000 persons, and preceded by an in-Town Parade, 
starting at 10.30am.

 Yours sincerely,

Julie Jordan
Stalls Manager 2017
Stalls@thornburycarnival.co.uk 

David Goldring                            
Carnival Organiser 2017  
Organiser@thornburycarnival.co.uk  
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